




CS 6140 - Machine Learning



































































Example about data center energy efficiency







Mechanical Plant at a Google Data Center:









































Energy Efficiency of the data center (Ideal value is 1)




































Features that affect the energy efficiency of the data center



































Question:  

Some of these features can be controlled by the data center.  Some can not.  How would you 
use measurements of all of these features in order to make the data center as energy efficient 
as possible?




























































Results from a machine learning approach using neural networks 




































































































































































































































A notable achievement in AI 
 

A notable achievement of 
machine learning



































Example: Protein Folding by AlphaFold







Example: Image to Image Translation













































Example: Image generation from a text description - DALL E 
 
















































Example: Object Detection










Machine learning versus traditional programming


























Figures in today’s lecture are from:




















Example of challenges of traditional programming approaches:











































































Other challenges of traditional programming approaches:

Less adaptable 

Ambiguities in language

Large amount of computing (e.g. deep search tree)

Limited to expertise (won’t beat world expert, perhaps)

May be too complex for us to understand/prescribe

Requires an understanding of the context








Example: Prediction of Home Prices





































Other Examples:

























Example: Clustering Users















































Example: Predicting Customer Churn




















































Supervised Learning vs. Unsupervised Learning



































Supervised Learning Pipeline:

























Example: Image Segmentation




































Feature Engineering vs. Feature Learning 

































Example of feature engineering: HOG Features





























Example of feature engineering: SIFT Features










































Feature Learning (aka Representation Learning):


























































































Visualizing and Understanding Convolutional Networks

Layer 2

Layer 1

Layer 3

Layer 4 Layer 5

Figure 2. Visualization of features in a fully trained model. For layers 2-5 we show the top 9 activations in a random subset
of feature maps across the validation data, projected down to pixel space using our deconvolutional network approach.
Our reconstructions are not samples from the model: they are reconstructed patterns from the validation set that cause
high activations in a given feature map. For each feature map we also show the corresponding image patches. Note:
(i) the the strong grouping within each feature map, (ii) greater invariance at higher layers and (iii) exaggeration of
discriminative parts of the image, e.g. eyes and noses of dogs (layer 4, row 1, cols 1). Best viewed in electronic form.


































































































Zeiler and Fergus, 2013









Drawbacks of current AI techniques





































	 	 	 Wu et al. 2019
































































Examples to think about: 
 
 
1) User has a house they want to sell.  They upload many photos of the house to a website.  
You want an automatic way of determining whether each photo is of a bedroom/bathroom/
kitchen/etc.



Would you approach this problem as a supervised or unsupervised learning problem?



Would you do feature engineering or feature learning? 



















2) For a rare type of disease, some patients have good outcomes and some patients have poor 
outcomes. Doctors don’t know why and don’t know which category any particular patient falls 
into.  They decide to measure gene expression levels among multiple patients in order to learn 
more about this disease.



Would you approach this problem as a supervised or unsupervised learning problem?



What are the features you would use in this problem? 













3). You are running a self-driving car company.  You notice that your car’s vision system based 
on supervised learning can not correctly identify highway paint markings when it’s hailing.  
Your system was trained on a large collection of images, but you then realize none of those 
images involved hail.  What could you do?


























4) You are trying to sell a product and you are devising the marketing strategy.  You know that 
you have multiple groups of customers who respond to different types of marketing.  You are 
trying to decide things like:



	 	 Should you group 20-25 year olds together or should you group 20-30 year olds 
together?

	 	 Should college students in large cities get different marketing than college students in 
small cities?

	 	 Should you have different marketing approaches for men and women?



Would you approach this problem as a supervised learning problem or as an unsupervised 
learning problem?









5) You are making the next generation of MRI machines.  These machines aim to take one 
eighth as many measurements of the person in side, and they aim to output the same quality 
of MRI image.  



Would you approach this problem as a supervised learning problem or as an unsupervised 
learning problem?


















































 
What is machine learning? 
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Relationship of ML to AI and Deep Learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


